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College Updates
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APPLY TO SUNY FOR FREE
OCT. 24 - NOV. 6
suny.edu/apply

Go to the State University of New York for the in-state tuition of UVM
suny.edu/GoNY
ESF Recruitment Updates
Budget Update
New Chancellor

John B. King, Jr.
Dr. Robin Wall Kimmerer
MacArthur Fellow
Genius Grant Recipient
World’s Top-Cited Scientists

34 ESF scientists are among the world’s top 2% most cited

Stanford University
Partnership Excellence

Office of Research Programs
Climate Change Warriors
National Champions!
CAMPUS EVENTS

Commencement

December 9 | 3 p.m.
Hendricks Chapel
Reception at Gateway Center
Forest Ranger Training Academy
Rankings + Ratings

#3
Top Green College
Princeton Review

Platinum
STARS Rating AASHE
#1 Sustainability Curriculum
#8 Doctoral Granting Institution
Climate-Smart Farms and Forests
Season 3

Campus Conversations: The Podcast

• Episode 03: Virtual Forest Modeling
  with Aidan Ackerman and Colin Beier

• Episode 04: The Sustainable Materials Economy
  with Dr. Chang Geun Yoo

• Episode 05: How Healthy Fish Create Happy People
  with Dr. Joshua Drew

• Episode 06: Compost Systems and Contamination
  with Doug Daley

• Bonus Episode: Rachel May

• Bonus Episode: Bill Magnarelli
Campaign Feasibility Study Structure
Campaign Goal Analysis
Campaign Recommendations
Media Coverage

Genius Grant Award
The Washington Post
NPR
The New York Times
ABC News
WRVO (NPR)
The Post-Standard
Science Friday

Pollinator Garden
WAER (NPR)
SpectrumNews
WSYR (ABC)

Apply to SUNY for Free
WAER (NPR)
WSYR (ABC)
Thank You!
Questions?